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OUR ACCOMPLISHED PROJECTS

PTESOL is an Ed-Tech dedicated to English Language Proficiency tests
i.e. PTE, CD-IELTS, CELPIP, and Basic English.
We have Practice Test Series and Software for PTE, CD-IELTS, and
Standard English meant for language schools only.
Additively, we have created LMS, Online Portals and annotated
content for various language schools, worldwide.
We shape your thoughts and make them virtually possible.

ABOUT THE PTESOL

OUR COURSE-WARES SERIES



IESOL is the CD-IELTS Courseware designed for language schools.

IESOL is an online portal with a series of 100 practice tests for CD-IELTS. In

this portal, students are provided with 100 practice tests from CD-IELTS and

students can practice as directed by teacher of your school.

Courseware offer 100 Practice Tests where CD-IELTS Academic has 50 and CD-IELTS

General got 50. IESOL Practice Tests are classified as Module and Mock tests.

Module Tests includes 30 Speaking,30 Writing,30 Reading and 30 Listening tests,

differently. Whereas Mock Tests are full length 20 practice tests including

Speaking, Writing, Reading and Listening in one-go which includes instructions

too like real CD-IELTS. 

Module as well as Mock Tests are further sub-categorised into basic-level,

intermediate levels and advanced-level, taking into consideration the level of

students institute train daily. The content and the visual of these tests

simulate REAL CD-IELTS, which will familiarize and prepare students for CD-

IELTS. This portal will make your students ready for the real CD-IELTS.

Next part of portal is the Analytics(progress-answer) section; here IESOL’s AI

engines will create the progress report of students as per test, module, time

and the overall performance of the student. This part has been designed to

evaluate and predict the proximal score of the student using machine learning.

And every student and master is connected via P-CHAT SUPPORT. Students can

immediately contact their respective master of the institute in case of any

query.
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✓ Quick access to create Login IDs of the students
✓ Your Logo will be embedded by default
✓ Profile List of all your students can be accessed and updated as
required
✓ Quick access to the correct answers for all the tests and
performance of students
✓ A responsive chat support with students
✓ Full performance analysis of student can be created using one
button of ANALYTICS
✓ Weekly report is created using our student analysis 
✓ Can create timeline for students eg joining,removing etc

HOW IESOL WORKS

IESOL have a dynamic LOGIN-Portal for the runner of the Institute and their
respective students. They are named as Master Panel and Student Panel.
Once you are associated with PTESOL, we will create your own portal with

your name and logo in it. 

Master Login accesses you following features:

Student Login accesses you following features:

✓ 30 Full Length Module Tests
✓ 20 Full Length Mock Tests
✓ Segregated tests (Module-based and Full Mock Tests)
✓ Module as well as Mock Tests are further sub-categorised into
basic-level, intermediate levels and advanced-level
✓ Student Profile can be accessed and updated as required
✓ Quick access to the answers for the tests performed by students
✓ A responsive chat support with master
✓ Full performance of student is analysed and shared with the
student
✓ Weekly report is provided to evaluate student's performance and
improvement acquired



We aim for Long-Term associations; hence we have abstained to have any yearly or monthly charges from our

associates. Our plans are the most economical and pocket-friendly for the language schools.

PTESOL is meant for the institute only. Unlike any other provider, only PTESOL is for the language schools

only. In general, providers are providing same content to student as well as institutes too. NO STUDENTS ARE

ENTERTAINED, hence PTESOL offer exclusivity and versatility to the language schools as we are dedicated to the

dreams and believes of your school. We have created LMS, Web Portals and Content for institutes, worldwide. We

make your School technologically proficient. PTESOL is the only professional in the existence for the language

schools of the world.

IESOL have 100 practice tests for CD-IELTS Academic and CD-IELTS General.  Here we have the hierarchical

categorization of the practice test series into two parts Module and Mock tests. After sincere R&D, Module as

well as Mock Tests are further sub-categorised into basic-level, intermediate levels and advanced-level to

tackle all level of students who will enroll in your institute. As students start their practice, they move

gradually from basic to advanced level as the content level ameliorates student’s performance with every test

performed and everyday practice leads to proficient level of C1 and C2.

Whole practice tests are wholesome in performance and content. Both Mock & Module are Full Length Tests which

includes Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing modules. Only PTESOL have Speaking Section included in the

practice test series. 20 mocks tests include Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing in one-go whereas 30

Module tests include 30 Speaking, 30 Listening, 30 Reading and 30 Writing (120 Module tests).

We offer Progress-Analytics Section where AI Based Performance Analytics section has been introduced. We are

the first to use two technologies to lessen teacher’s efforts and are using predictive analysis to create the

scoring sheets and evaluation daily with every test. IESOL’s AI engines will create the progress report of

students as per test, module, time and the overall performance of the student. This part has been designed to

evaluate and predict the proximal score of the student using machine learning. These are the advanced admin

panels with advanced technologies under your service.

We have P-Chat Support between your students and you to have the direct communication, to avoid any frustrating

and degrading review from the students. Immediate communication can solve any issue in minutes.

We offer you the fastest and most convenient support from our team. We promise to redress your any query or

question within few minutes of addressing.  

REASONS FOR OPTING PTESOL COURSEWARES
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